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Call Me Ishmael Tonight 2003

presents a collection of ghazals by the kashmiri american poet

Call Me Ishmael Tonight: A Book of Ghazals 2004-10-17

ali s ghazals are contemporary and colloquial deceptively simple yet still grounded in tradition highly recommended library
journal the beloved kashmiri american poet agha shahid ali presents his own american ghazals calling on a line or phrase from
fellow poets ali salutes those known and loved w s merwin mark strand james tate and more while in other searingly honest
verse he courageously faces his own mortality

A Transnational Poetics 2015-09-04

poetry is often viewed as culturally homogeneous stubbornly national in t s eliot s phrase or the most provincial of the
arts according to w h auden but in a transnational poetics jahan ramazani uncovers the ocean straddling energies of the
poetic imagination in modernism and the harlem renaissance in post world war ii north america and the north atlantic and in
ethnic american postcolonial and black british writing cross cultural exchange and influence are he argues among the chief
engines of poetic development in the twentieth and twenty first centuries reexamining the work of a wide array of poets from
eliot yeats and langston hughes to elizabeth bishop lorna goodison and agha shahid ali ramazani reveals the many ways in
which modern and contemporary poetry in english overflows national borders and exceeds the scope of national literary
paradigms through a variety of transnational templates globalization migration travel genre influence modernity
decolonization and diaspora he discovers poetic connection and dialogue across nations and even hemispheres

The Veiled Suite 2009

beginning with the impassioned never before published title poem here is the life s work of a beloved kashmiri american poet agha
shahid ali died in 2001 mourned by myriad lovers of poetry and devoted students this volume his shining legacy moves from
playful early poems to themes of mourning and loss culminating in the ghazals of call me ishmael tonight the title poem
appears in print for the first time from the veiled suite i wait for him to look straight into my eyes this is our only chance for
magnificence if he carefully upon this hour of ice will let us almost completely crystallize tell me who but i could chill his
dreaming night where he turns what will not appear but my eyes wherever he looks the sky is only eyes whatever news he has it
is of the sea

The Veiled Suite: The Collected Poems 2009-02-04

beginning with the impassioned never before published title poem here is the poet agha shahid ali died in 2001 mourned by myriad
lovers of poetry and devoted students this volume his shining legacy moves from playful early poems to themes of mourning
and loss culminating in the ghazals of call me ishmael tonight the title poem appears in print for the first time from the veiled
suite i wait for him to look straight into my eyesthis is our only chance for magnificence if he carefully upon this hour of ice
will let us almost completely crystallize tell me who but i could chill his dreaming night where he turns what will not
appear but my eyes wherever he looks the sky is only eyes whatever news he has it is of the sea

The Country Without a Post Office 2000

here is a haunted and haunting volume that establishes agha shahid ali as a seminal voice writing in english amidst rain and fire
and ruin in a land of doomed addresses the poet evokes the tragedy of his birth place kashmir

Around the World in 80 Books 2021-11-04

restlessly curious insightful and quirky david damrosch is the perfect guide to a round the world adventure in reading stephen
greenblatt a transporting and illuminating voyage around the globe told through eighty classic and modern books it is
always a pleasure to talk about books with david damrosch who has read all of them and he is so eloquent and
understanding about them all orhan pamuk inspired by jules verne s hero phileas fogg david damrosch chair of harvard s
department of comparative literature and founder of harvard s institute for world literature set out to counter a pandemic
s restrictions on travel by exploring eighty exceptional books from around the globe following a literary itinerary from
london to venice tehran and points beyond and via authors from woolf and dante to nobel prizewinners orhan pamuk wole
soyinka mo yan and olga tokarczuk he explores how these works have shaped our idea of the world and the ways the world
bleeds into literature to chart the expansive landscape of world literature today damrosch explores how writers live in two
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very different worlds the world of their personal experience and the world of books that have enabled great writers to give
shape and meaning to their lives in his literary cartography damrosch includes compelling contemporary works as well as
perennial classics hard bitten crime fiction as well as haunting works of fantasy and the formative tales that introduce us as
children to the world we re entering taken together these eighty titles offer us fresh perspective on perennial problems from the
social consequences of epidemics to the rising inequality that thomas more designed utopia to combat and the patriarchal
structures within and against which many of these books heroines have to struggle from the work of murasaki shikibu a
millennium ago to that of margaret atwood today around the world in 80 books is a global invitation to look beyond
ourselves and our surroundings and to see our world and its literature in new ways

Mad Heart Be Brave 2017-04-17

new essays both personal and critical on the work of beloved kashmiri american poet agha shahid ali

Call Me Ishmael 2012

by the time ninth grade begins ishmael leseur knows it won t be long before barry bagsley the class bully says ishmael what
kind of wussy crap name is that ishmael s perfected the art of making himself virtually invisible but all that changes when
james scobie joins the class unlike ishmael james has no sense of fear he claims it was removed during an operation now nothing
will stop james and ishmael from taking on bullies bugs and moby dick in the toughest weirdest most embarrassingly awful and
the best year of their lives

Don't Call Me Ishmael 2012-01-01

fifty poets examine the architecture of poems from the haiku to rap music and trace their history

An Exaltation of Forms 2002

publication of the proceedings of the 3rd seoul international literature forum held in may 2011 will make the papers presented
at the forum available to a readership larger than the audience that participated in its various events the theme of the forum
was the globalizing world and the human community included under this general theme were sections dealing with various
problems the writer faces in today s world the conditions of increasing pressure in an enlarged market which the writer cannot
help but be aware of and be influenced by the changing nature of the readership as it becomes more multicultural and global and
the status of writing in the developing multimedia world continuing with the topics of previous forums there were also
sections on ecological problems which are being made all the more acute by the process of globalization problems of enormous
importance for all of humanity but more sensitive issues for writers with their deep involvement in the reality of people whose
life cannot be lived too far away from the earthly environment the second part of the main theme stated above the human
community expresses what we suppose to be a major concern of many writers writing today the possibility of a human
community emerging out of the globalization though we grant at the same time that absorption of a deeply personal kind in
human reality also belongs among the writer s privileges from the foreword by kim uchang

The Globalizing World and the Human Community 2016-03-02

in the page turning tradition of black hawk down the definitive account of the 2008 terrorist attacks in mumbai mumbai 2008
on the night of november 26 lashkar e toiba terrorists attacked targets throughout the city including the taj mahal palace
hotel one of the world s most exclusive luxury hotels for sixty eight hours hundreds were held hostage as shots rang out
and an enormous fire raged when the smoke cleared thirty one people were dead and many more had been injured only the
courageous actions of staff and guests including mallika jagad bob nichols and taj general manager binny kang prevented a
much higher death toll with a deep understanding of the region and its politics and a narrative flair reminiscent of midnight in
peking journalists cathy scott clark and adrian levy vividly unfold the tragic events in a real life thriller filled with suspense
tragedy history and heroism

The Siege 2014-08-26

what happens when we think of poetry as a global literary form while also thinking the global in poetic terms forms of a
world shows how the innovations of contemporary poetics have been forged through the transformations of globalization
across five decades sensing the changes wrought by neoliberalism before they are made fully present poets from around the
world have creatively intervened in global processes by remaking poetry s formal repertoire in experimental reinventions of the
ballad the prospect poem and the ode hunter excavates a new globalized interpretation of the ethical and political relevance
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of forms forms of a world contends that poetry s role is not only to make visible thematically the violence of global
dispossessions but to renew performatively the missing conditions for intervening within these processes poetic acts the
rhetoric of possessing belonging exhorting and prospecting address contemporary conditions that render social life ever more
precarious examining an eclectic group of anglophone poets from seamus heaney and claudia rankine to natasha trethewey and
kofi awoonor hunter elaborates the range of ways that contemporary poets exhort us to imagine forms of social life and
enable political intervention unique to but beyond the horizon of the contemporary global situation

Forms of a World 2019-01-08

this collection of essays by renowned literary scholars offers a sustained and comprehensive account of the relation of
british and irish literary modernism to colonialism bringing postcolonial studies into dialogue with modernist studies the
contributors move beyond depoliticized appreciations of modernist aesthetics as well as the dismissal of literary modernism as
irredeemably complicit in the evils of colonialism they demonstrate that the modernists were not unapologetic supporters of
empire many were avowedly and vociferously opposed to colonialism and all of the writers considered in this volume were
concerned with the political and cultural significance of colonialism including its negative consequences for both the
colonizer and the colonized ranging over poetry fiction and criticism the essays provide fresh appraisals of joseph conrad t s
eliot ezra pound virginia woolf d h lawrence wyndham lewis e m forster w b yeats james joyce elizabeth bowen hugh macdiarmid
and evelyn waugh as well as robert louis stevenson and h rider haggard the essays that bookend the collection connect the
modernists to their victorian precursors to postwar literary critics and to postcolonial poets the rest treat major works
written or published between 1899 and 1939 the boom years of literary modernism and the period during which the british empire
reached its greatest geographic expanse among the essays are explorations of how primitivism figured in the fiction of lawrence
and lewis how in ulysses joyce used modernist techniques toward anticolonial ends and how british imperialism inspired conrad
woolf and eliot to seek new aesthetic forms appropriate to the sense of dislocation they associated with empire contributors
nicholas allen rita barnard richard begam nicholas daly maria dibattista ian duncan jed esty andrzej g�siorek declan kiberd
brian may michael valdez moses jahan ramazani vincent sherry

Modernism and Colonialism 2007-10-15

hammer and blaze provides a true cross section of the best contemporary poets writing in north america today editors ellen
bryant voigt and heather mchugh have brought together the work of sixty poets who have taught at the warren wilson mfa
program for writers one of the most respected and influential writing programs of its kind the stellar group of contributors
includes macarthur fellows campbell mcgrath anne carson edward hirsch eleanor wilner susan stewart and lucia perillo also
represented here are works by pulitzer prize winners stephen dunn and louise gl�ck ruth lilly prize winner carl dennis and robert
wrigley thomas lux and b h fairchild winners of the kingsley tufts award from the couplets of pablo medina to the
neoclassical lyricisms of carl phillips this anthology appropriately reflects the cross cultural nature of contemporary
north american poetry with its most diverse and prestigious voices a number of the poems are previously unpublished including
work by joan aleshire stuart dischell stephen dobyns stephen dunn roland flint carol frost barbara greenberg edward hirsch
pablo medina steve orlen gregory orr kathleen peirce kenneth rosen daniel tobin alan williamson and eleanor wilner hammer and
blaze a gathering of our best poets should garner attention from the literary world at large as well as from students of
contemporary poetry and creative writing

Hammer and Blaze 2002

the beautifully written first biography of one of the world s finest twentieth century poets agha shahid ali 1949 2001 was
one of the most celebrated american poets of the latter twentieth century and his works have touched millions of lives
around the world traversing multiple geographies cultures religions and traditions he mapped the varied landscapes of the
indian subcontinent and the united states in this biography manan kapoor narrates shahid s evolution following in the
footsteps of the beloved witness from kashmir and new delhi to the american southwest and massachusetts he charts shahid s
friendships with literary figures such as james merrill salman rushdie and edward said explores how shahid responded to events
around the world including the partition of the indian subcontinent and the aids epidemic in america and draws on unpublished
materials and in depth interviews to reveal the experiences and relationships that informed his poetry hailed upon its release in
india as lush and poetic a map of longings is the story of an extraordinary poet the works he left behind and the legacy of his
singular poetic vision

A Map of Longings 2023-02-28

featuring essays by american indian and british scholars this collection offers critical appraisals and personal reflections on
the life and work of the transnational poet agha shahid ali 1949 2001 though sometimes identified as an indian writer in
english shahid came to designate himself as a kashmiri american writer in exile in the united states where he lived for the latter
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half of his life publishing seven volumes of poetry and teaching at colleges and universities across the country locating
shahid in a diasporic space of exile the volume traces the poet s transnationalist attempts to bridge east and west and his
movement toward a true internationalism in addition to offering close formal analyses of most of shahid s poems and poetry
collections the contributors also situate him in relation to both western and subcontinental poetic forms particularly the
ghazal many also offer personal anecdotes that convey the milieu in which the poet lived and wrote as well as his personal
preoccupations the book concludes with the poet s 1997 interview with suvir kaul which appears in print here for the first
time

The World of Agha Shahid Ali 2021-02-01

in 1814 johann wolfgang von goethe read the poems of the great fourteenth century persian poet hafiz in a newly published
translation by joseph von hammer purgstall for goethe the book was a revelation he felt a deep connection with hafiz and
persian poetic traditions and was immediately inspired to create his own west eastern divan as a lyrical conversation between
the poetry and history of his native germany and that of persia the resulting collection engages with the idea of the other and
unearths lyrical connections between cultures the west eastern divan is one of the world s great works of literature an
inspired masterpiece and a poetic linking of european and persian traditions this new bilingual edition expertly presents the wit
intelligence humor and technical mastery of the poetry in goethe s divan in order to preserve the work s original power eric
ormsby has created this translation in clear contemporary prose rather than in rhymed verse which tends to obscure the
works sharpness this edition is also accompanied by explanatory notes of the verse in german and in english and a translation
of goethe s own commentary the notes and essays for a better understanding of the west eastern divan this edition not only
bring this classic collection to english language readers but also at a time of renewed western unease about the other to
open up the rich cultural world of islam

West-Eastern Divan 2019-10-15

this book maps the journey of the indian poetic imagination in hindi panjabi and indian english from its original quasi spiritual
longings to its activist interventions in the public domain as indian poetry of the post 1990s gravitates towards a non
orientalised postcolonial nationalism it seeks to rewrite and disseminate the shifting coordinates of nationalist imagination in
terms of the dissent of the subaltern discontents of the nation the book is interdisciplinary it studies indian poetry from the
new emerging imperatives of postcolonialism new historiography subaltern dalit and diasporas nationalism and cultural
studies covering the two major north indian languages hindi and punjabi along with poetry in indian english the book is a close
textual study of about 150 poetry collections in these languages it is path breaking in its study of secular poetry written
in the so called vernaculars with critical attention to its participation in the political as well as cultural processes of
nation making this cutting edge book should be of interest to scholars of indian writings in english hindi and panjabi gender
studies dalit and diaspora studies postcolonial poetry and to students reading south asian literature and culture

Poetry, Politics and Culture 2014-03-14

when we read and write poetry it is as if a long settled cloud in our mind suddenly dissipates and we are divine once again from
the introduction poetry is the language of devotion in prayer chant and song reading and writing poetry creates clarity
deepens and expands spiritual inquiry and cultivates wisdom compassion self confidence patience and love in author robert
mcdowell s words poetry makes you into a tuning fork of the divine but poetry has disappeared over the centuries from
religious ceremonies academic curricula and public discourse in poetry as spiritual practice the first inspirational and
instructional guide to combine poetry and spirituality mcdowell restores poetry as the natural language of spiritual
practice and invites you to recognize poetry as the pure sound and shape of your spirit vividly illustrated with a wide range
of poems from all historical eras and poetic traditions numerous religions and faiths and mcdowell s own and his students
work poetry as spiritual practice will reintroduce you to the unique pleasure of verse and meditations throughout will
allow you to integrate reading and writing poetry into your spiritual journeys and daily life since many of us have long
forgotten or never learned the mechanics and terminology of poetry trochaic feet and tropes trip us up we can t tell a
villanelle from its shorter cousin rondeau and a terza rima may as well be a tanka this is also an instructional handbook on
reading and writing poetry an engaging guide through the landscape of world poetry mcdowell argues along the way for the
many practical benefits of poetic literacy making poetry an essential part of daily rituals aspirations and intentions will put
you on the path to greater meaning growth and peace in your life at once an engaging technical primer a profound meditation on
the relationship between poetry and the divine and an inspirational guide for integrating poetry into spiritual practice poetry
as spiritual practice will become a cherished companion

Poetry as Spiritual Practice 2008-07-15

ideas culture and capital flow across national borders with unprecedented speed but we tend not to think of poems as taking
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part in globalization jahan ramazani shows that poetry has much to contribute to understanding literature in an extra
national frame indeed the globality of poetry he argues stands to energize the transnational turn in the humanities poetry in a
global age builds on ramazani s award winning a transnational poetics a book that had a catalytic effect on literary studies
ramazani broadens his lens to discuss modern and contemporary poems not only in relation to world literature war and
questions of orientalism but also in light of current debates over ecocriticism translation studies tourism and cultural
geography he offers brilliant readings of postcolonial poets like agha shahid ali lorna goodison and daljit nagra as well as
canonical modernists such as w b yeats wallace stevens t s eliot and marianne moore ramazani shows that even when poetry
seems locally rooted its long memory of forms and words its connections across centuries continents and languages make it a
powerful imaginative resource for a global age this book makes a strong case for poetry in the future development of world
literature and global studies

Poetry in a Global Age 2020-10-29

literary cinematic and media representations of the disputed category of the south asian muslim have undergone substantial
change in the last few decades and particularly since the events of september 11 2001 here we find the first book length
critical analysis of these representations of muslims from south asia and its diaspora in literature the media culture and
cinema contributors contextualize these depictions against the burgeoning post 9 11 artistic interest in islam and also
against cultural responses to earlier crises on the subcontinent such as partition 1947 the 1971 indo pakistan war and
secession of bangladesh the 1992 ayodhya riots the 2002 gujarat genocide and the kashmir conflict offering a comparative
approach the book explores connections between artists generic experimentalism and their interpretations of life as muslims in
south asia and its diaspora exploring literary and popular fiction memoir poetry news media and film the collection highlights
the diversity of representations of muslims and the range of approaches to questions of muslim religious and cultural identity
as well as secular discourse essays by leading scholars in the field highlight the significant role that literature film and
other cultural products such as music can play in opening up space for complex reflections on muslim identities and cultures
and how such imaginative cultural forms can enable us to rethink secularism and religion surveying a broad range of up to
date writing and cultural production this concise and pioneering critical analysis of representations of south asian muslims
will be of interest to students and academics of a variety of subjects including asian studies literary studies media studies
women s studies contemporary politics migration history film studies and cultural studies

Imagining Muslims in South Asia and the Diaspora 2014-08-13

an incomparable work an unmatched achievement anthony hecht in this stunningly inventive collection a finalist for the 2001
national book award in poetry ali excavates the devastation wrought upon his childhood home kashmir and reveals a more
personal devastation his mother s death and the journey with her body back to kashmir

Rooms Are Never Finished: Poems 2003-03-17

this text examines the ramifications of the intertwined and overlapping histories of britain and india on english music in the last
fifty years of the colonial encounter and traces the effects of the british raj on the english musical imagination through a
series of case studies author nalini ghuman integrates music directly into the cultural history of the british raj revealing
unexpected minglings of peoples musics and ideas that raise questions about englishness about the nature of empire and about
the fixedness of identity

Resonances of the Raj 2014

a star studded anthology infuses english poetry with the rigor and wit of a foreign form in recent years the ghazal pronounced
ghuzzle a traditional arabic form of poetry has become popular among contemporary english language poets but like the haiku
before it the ghazal has been widely misunderstood and thus most english ghazals have been far from the mark in both letter and
spirit this anthology brings together ghazals by a rich gathering of 107 poets including diane ackerman john hollander w s
merwin william matthews paul muldoon ellen bryant voigt and many others as this dazzling collection shows the intricate and
self reflexive ghazal brings the writer a unique set of challenges and opportunities agha shahid ali s lively introduction gives
a brief history of the ghazal and instructions on how to compose one in english an elegant afterword by sarah suleri goodyear
elucidates the larger issues of cultural translation and authenticity inherent in writing in a borrowed form

Ravishing DisUnities 2000-11-03

the variety of contemporary american poetry leaves many readers overwhelmed the critic scholar and poet stephen burt sets
out to help beginning in the early 1980s where critical consensus ends he presents 60 poems each with an original essay
explaining how the poem works why it matters and how it speaks to other parts of art and culture
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The Poem Is You 2016-09-12

engaging a diverse range of contemporary anglophone literature from authors of the asian middle eastern and caribbean
diasporas this book explores how such works turn to spirit forces spirit realms and spirit beings were animals mystical birds
and snake goddesses as positive forces that assert perceptual dimensions beyond those of the human and present a vision of
earth as agentive and animate with previous scholarship downplaying these aspects of modern works as uncanny hauntings or
symptoms of capitalism s or anthropocentrism s destructiveness or within a blanket rubric of magical realism hilary thompson
rejects this partitioning of them as products of an exotic east or global south by contrast this book builds a new critical
framework for analysis of worldly spirits drawing on anthropological discussions of animism the newly recovered 1930s
boundary crossing art movement dimensionism and multispecies theories of animals diverse perceptual worlds taking stock of
novels published from 2018 2020 by such writers as amitav ghosh andr� alexis yangsze choo azareen van der vliet oloomi
zeyn joukhadar and tanya tagaq thompson illuminates how these works extend an ecological call to decentre the human and
align with multidimensional theories of art and literature to provide ways to read for rather than reduce the extra human
dimensions emerging in contemporary fiction a refreshing rejection of ecological apocalypticism this book unsettles typical
conceptualizations of both anglophone and anthropocene literatures by invoking european art theory philosophy and non
western ideas on animism and spirits to put forward perceptions of the extra human as a form of dealing with the many
uncertainties of today s different crises

Worldly Spirits, Extra-Human Dimensions, and the Global Anglophone Novel
2023-12-28

in the course of researching dogwood trees beloved poet and essayist christopher merrill realized that a number of formative
moments in his life had some connection to the tree named according to one writer because its fruit was not fit for a dog as he
approached his sixtieth birthday merrill began to compose a self portrait alongside this tree whose lifespan is comparable to a
human s and that from an early age he s regarded as a talisman dogwoods have never been far from merrill s view at significant
moments throughout his life helping to shape his understanding of place in the great chain of being entwined in his experience is
the conviction that our relationship to the natural world is central to our walk in the sun the feeling of a connection to
nature has become more acute as his life has taken him to distant corners of the earth often to war zones where he has
witnessed not only humankind s propensity for violence and evil but also the enduring power of connections that can be forged
across languages borders and politics dogwoods teach us persistence humility and wonder self portrait with dogwood is no
ordinary memoir but rather the work of a traveler who has crisscrossed the country and the globe in search of ways to make
sense of his time here merrill provides new ways of thinking about personal history the environment politics faith and the power
of the written word in his descriptions of places far and near many outside of the average american s purview a besieged city in
bosnia a hidden path in a taiwanese park tolstoy s country house in russia a castle in slovakia a blossoming dogwood at
daybreak in seattle the reader s understanding of the world will flourish as well

The Azores; Special Strategic Map 1943

the sentences that create us draws from the unique insights of over fifty justice involved contributors and their allies to
offer inspiration and resources for creating a literary life in prison centering in the philosophy that writers in prison can be as
vibrant and capable as writers on the outside and have much to offer readers everywhere the sentences that create us aims to
propel writers in prison to launch their work into the world beyond the walls while also embracing and supporting the
creative community within the walls the sentences that create us is a comprehensive resource writers can grow with beginning
with the foundations of creative writing a roster of impressive contributors including reginald dwayne betts felon poems
mitchell s jackson survival math wilbert rideau in the place of justice and piper kerman orange is the new black among many
others address working within and around the severe institutional emotional psychological and physical limitations of
writing prison through compelling first person narratives the book s authors offer pragmatic advice on editing techniques
pathways to publication writing routines launching incarcerated run prison publications and writing groups lesson plans from
prison educators and next step resources threaded throughout the book is the running theme of addressing lived trauma in
writing and writing s capacity to support an authentic healing journey centered in accountability and restoration while
written towards people in the justice system this book can serve anyone seeking hard won lessons and inspiration for their own
creative and human journey

Self-Portrait with Dogwood 2017-01-16

teaching literature based instructional units from planning to assessment provides an accessible roadmap to planning designing
and implementing literature based instructional units for the english language arts ela classroom understanding that unit
plans are the building blocks of the ela curriculum hansen and v�squez outline the theoretical foundations and approaches
behind teaching ela and offer a framework to help readers make sound decisions about their content pedagogy in so doing this
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text offers research based and straightforward guidance on planning instruction around key literary texts placing literature
at the center of the ela curriculum the approaches in this book not only support students reading writing listening speaking
and digital media skills but will also motivate and inspire them part 1 addresses how to choose unit themes and texts
discusses the importance of having a rationale for choices made and examines the practical philosophical and historical
approaches to teaching literature part 2 provides step by step instructions for designing literature based units of instruction
by using backwards design the text focuses on assessment before moving into how to scaffold and sequence lessons to meet
learning objectives and concludes with consideration given to teaching ela in virtual environments the wealth of activities
strategies exercises examples and templates in this book make this text essential reading for instructors and pre service
teachers in ela pedagogical methods courses and for practicing teachers of literature instruction

The Sentences That Create Us 2022-01-11

the goal of this anthology is to present a wealth of poetry prose and drama from the full sweep of the literary history of
the british isles and its empire and to do so in ways that will bring out both the works original cultural contexts and their
lasting aesthetic power pref

Teaching Literature-Based Instructional Units 2022-04-21

set in the south pacific and based on true events this is a novel about war gold interracial friendship and the emergence of a
new nation growing up in bougainville an island archipelago in the south pacific ishmael always wanted to be a soldier the
crisis a brutal civil war with papua new guinea ignited by the gargantuan panguna mine gives him his chance as the guerrilla
leader of the bougainville revolutionary army ishmael secures a peace agreement that provides his islands with a measure of
autonomy and the future right to conduct an independence referendum if the people vote affirmatively bougainville could
become the newest nation on earth in the aftermath of the crisis bougainville s corrupt and inept government causes a vacuum
from its perch across the pacific china salivates they covet bougainville both for its panguna mine and its strategic location
and are prepared to do whatever it takes to grab it when ishmael and bougainville s chiefs ask jack davis a pin striped american
investor to help rebuild their economy he is intrigued although primitive bougainville holds billions in gold and copper and its
people seem lovely jack s life has been comfortable but things are changing his family members have moved on with their lives and
his country doesn t seem to value people like him anymore maybe bougainville would be different that two men one black and one
white from totally different walks of life could meet on a remote island and decide they stand for the same things is a
testament to bougainville and its people and shapes a story that anyone who believes in the innate goodness of humanity
should read the fact that it all really happened is truly inspirational

The Longman Anthology of British Literature 2006

praise for jalsaghar my hands memorize your hourglass waist slow winds pass through distant sands sifting grains imagine
that beauty rethought in stanza after stanza the ghazal is the satie of poetry sustained by the whirling dervish its couplets
braiding into the brain steffen horstmanns jalsaghar is a stunning homage to the late agha shahid ali terese svoboda author of
professor harrimans steam air ship a rapproachment with a formal tradition demands incisive cultural evaluation an assay of
a formal tradition not ones own demands that one become a naturalized citizen of a nation of poetry the sure footedness with
which steffen horstmann navigates the ghazal forma kind of poem often misunderstood in anglophone practiceis a testimony to
long and devoted study as well as to horstmanns skill as a practitioner his keen ear and his passion for the possibilities of the
kind of dtente poetry offers a genuine cross pollination of the music the landscapes the souls of distant and yet always
kindred lives t r hummer author of skandalon steffen horstmanns book of contemporary ghazals shows us the ways in which
formin this case precise musical devotional in its originscan act as a vehicle for meditation the rhymes and repetitions of the
ghazal are part prayer part spell and as such they bind together in language the world of material things and the world of
spirit which is also a world of longing agha shahid ali brought the tradition of the ghazal into the center of our
contemporary and american poetic repertoire steffen horstmann has carried it into our young century made it new mark
wunderlich author of the earth avails

They Call Me Ishmael 2022-02-08

this book looks at india of the 1950s and 1960s while it was still emerging from two centuries of colonial rule and striving
to come together as a nation it critically explores the history of nationalism and identity in northeastern india a region with
diverse ethnolinguistic communities and people through the personal history of the first manipuri meitei direct recruit in the
indian administrative services the book weaves in autobiographical stories with the story of northeast india capturing its
politics socio cultural distinctiveness and milieus that set the region apart from the rest of the country it covers the career
of the author in the ias serving in manipur and karnataka with the union government and finally as secretary for the
northeastern region through these the book tells the story of a changing society of a developing nation and a people on the
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move it shows how borders and barriers were collapsing and being formed at the same time and how the country was dealing
with it the book is a unique and significant addition to the literature on manipur it deepens our understanding of the
northeastern states and the complex interactions of the people of the region with the rest of india part of the transitions in
northeastern india series this book will be of great interest to researchers and scholars of modern history sociology social
anthropology and postcolonial studies particularly those concerned with india and northeast india

Jalsaghar 2016-10-18

first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Breaking Barriers in Post-independence India 2023-03-24

this book explores representations of same sex desire in indian literature and film from the 1970s to the present through a
detailed analysis of poetry and prose by authors like vikram seth kamala das and neel mukherjee and films from bollywood and
beyond including onir s my brother nikhil and deepa mehta s fire oliver ross argues that an initially euro american
homosexuality with its connotations of an essential psychosexual orientation is reinvented as it overlaps with different
elements of indian culture dismantling the popular belief that vocal gay and lesbian politics exist in contradistinction to a
sexually conservative india this book locates numerous alternative practices and identities of same sex desire in indian history
and modernity indeed many of these survived british colonialism with its importation of ideas of sexual pathology and
perversity in changed or codified forms and they are often inflected by gay and lesbian identities in the present in this account
oliver ross challenges the preconception that in the contemporary world a grand narrative of sexuality circulates globally
and erases all pre existing narratives and embodiments of sexual desire

Away 2004

asian american literature dates back to the close of the 19th century and during the years following world war ii it
significantly expanded in volume and diversity monumental in scope this encyclopedia surveys asian american literature from its
origins through 2007 included are more than 270 alphabetically arranged entries on writers major works significant
historical events and important terms and concepts thus the encyclopedia gives special attention to the historical social
cultural and legal contexts surrounding asian american literature and central to the asian american experience each entry is
written by an expert contributor and cites works for further reading and the encyclopedia closes with a selected general
bibliography of essential print and electronic resources while literature students will value this encyclopedia as a guide to
writings by asian americans the encyclopedia also supports the social studies curriculum by helping students use literature
to learn about asian american history and culture as it pertains to writers from a host of asian ethnic and cultural
backgrounds including afghans chinese japanese koreans filipinos iranians indians vietnamese hawaiians and other asian pacific
islanders the encyclopedia supports the literature curriculum by helping students learn more about asian american literature
in addition it supports the social studies curriculum by helping students learn about the asian american historical and
cultural experience

Same-Sex Desire in Indian Culture 2016-04-08

The Greenwood Encyclopedia of Asian American Literature [3 volumes]
2008-12-30

Ten 2004
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